



































































































































Huebeen surreptitiously switching variable

names Gives a more automatic way ofbeeping
truck of changesof variable

Ges
t u Twodifferent

copiesof Q
Different

9 uaneafoothe
Q variable ineach

to arr
E

a of 2 u

u 27 2 4,17 where defined
a Iz Eth Computtigolo weave

dip Guld ohwww.yfoczinletuuauoucz
fu

u tz fleisenotatoir will

tame






































































































































Write it forthe closure of V in Qa xClos

Claim T V o onepoint

Clos tClos ia w 2complexdimensionalmanifold
and we leave not chirussed these We proceed

despite this We leave charts of.de for Cios so

we can getclients lol d Chik ohoh duck for
dates The relevant chart for the point
cos as is Cola d Introduce variables

U Iz and f Iw






































































































































w tzv.tw encodesthe tranaitainump
du da and Colin did

QuiClos

O
behold

ez er
te w UN

U E ly

f
r Yu

w yr

equationfor equationforFintime
is w Pk coordinates in HEPE

In Got a t Aufun

tfu Lun LaoU t a

Qiu

VE thou Qco to

rationalfunction
We can treat this as we did before with

hot expHf du Rcw Eau a rational

fructifies insteadof a polynomial






































































































































wot the onlywayofapproaching this
Recall ltrut if r is a loop and PCH ITG there

hC8 C 1 T2
WindCr z

RCA differsfromPCA in that Ray I cu ji
where u can be negative
fumeproofgrins

hC8 y F hi
wthdoe u

Nowwe are onlyconsidering one point

Choose a dish around o not containing any
roots

ofQ
UK 4

i

if d even

1 if d odd






































































































































flit diak Odd case Euencase
Cuomo Cuomo

0
a

ammine Y

far fieldbranchedcover

Q
Q

Centersare
connected

Clearlyttisis
aaingularpoint






































































































































In the odd case cos a has a dish nbd in V

In the even case cosas has a uld which is the

union of two dishes joined at a point
Claim that in the odd care T has a Riemannsurface
structure and in the even ease me can pull
the tune disks apart to create a topologicalsurface
with a Riemann surface drivetime






































































































































This is the topological picture but we are

interested in the holomorphic picture
We want to construct aborts

This is automatic in the even case Both

functions 4 and T extend to the disk

Theonlyproblem is that the two functions
take the same value at a o

4 u woexpKfizdw Kgpointis that
the result does not

depend on the
y cu Wo exp d

pathchosenfrom
Uo to le because
we are working
in a slit diabo

In the even case the result is independent

of the path in the entire disk

In the odd case the answer depends on which

way the path goes around o






































































































































Ifttuneisurgeroato V Real
Wehuvenivenaecoordinate pictures
abuntubuttteiriwui.gs are
notoperate

ChungethelopTvlrgf cars

towuhettui.jy.fm

X

ft Tai V gyu
a

u

further even carewe leave two functions
which would litre inverse coordinate cluerto

Bothgiveholomorphic unpainted
4,4 parametrize branchesof Feats

Theonlyproblemis that theirimagesintersect
artheiriinayeo are not quaint

abstract
Bairam

Phesolutionistocreateauew surface
as follows

µ gascsB u po pB






































































































































Remove thepoint cos a
botnet

replace it by
Po p a Nlds of po are imagesof nlds of
your under 40 Mbdaof p are uriagesof rebels
of your wider 4

We can define an altar for T using
functions I I where I ca Po NICO p

Colo if u o

l G o
Tiz if u o

u 4h27 if uFou

Theinclusionfrom V Vieux Clos is holomorphic

In the odd case we are starting with the
righttopologywe just need to build

a chart at a

The trick is the following
Insteadof constructing a map from the
disk to T we construct a wrap from






































































































































the branched double cover of the dials 0

itruct this

q

fly
Tu

w XU

no

Define 44 by
44 Voexp ft f du

Why is this unambiguous

Say so and a are patta from xo.toX
Need to check voetpfzffa.frda betPfeffer d

or h food fCoi 1

But ftp.fcoi f Cro oil Coo ri'T goes around
your twice asmany tuned as ro si Ao

h l ferD fGi h root I






































































































































Want to construct a chart so that the

function Iu lease valence 2

zoo E is the modelrump for leaving
valence2

sieur a point I let r be apathfrom To tou

Consider two puttin Io and I from Tio tote
doai

Thewindingnumber of the loop in thepunctured
distro is necessarily even It follows that heropi
or heed UM Weleavesuccessfully built a hole fan
Solvingtopological problems bae analytical
consequences

Proposition any construction which
produces an altar on thetopological

airfare V so that tea inclusionof






































































































































R
v into E is holomorphicproduce
a surface conformallgequivalent
to it

Proof try V is the alternate Diem

surface structures on Vt Wegot a

homeomorphism h V s W which

is holomorphicawayfrom
a finite

setof points By removable sing
his holomorphic everywhere
Aimilunly hi is led everywhere




